Make a Turtle!

Step 1: Gather your supplies. You’ll need:
- Construction paper
- Glue stick
- Scissors
Optional additions:
- A pencil for tracing
- Some items to trace circles and other shapes
- Googly eyes, markers, or something to create eyes and a mouth

Step 2: Trace and cut out a big circle for your turtle’s body.

Step 3: Cut halfway through the middle of your circle. Overlap the paper to make the dome of the turtle the size you like. Glue the paper together.

Step 4: Trace, cut out and glue on spots or other shapes.

Step 5: Trace and cut out legs, a tail and a head for your turtle.

Step 6: Glue your legs, head and tail onto your turtle.

Step 7: Add eyes and a mouth!

Bonus: Mix it up! Try other shapes, colors and shell sizes!